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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since the late 1950 ' s there has been an increasing
concern for improvement of science education in America ' s
schools.

The demand by space technology for new knowledge

and greater specialization seems to have put pressure on
schools for increased excellence in the knowledge and
teaching of science .

The national interest in improving

science education at all levels has been evidenced by the
expenditure of funds by the Office of Education through the
National Defense Education Act and by the National Science
Foundation through its science curriculum improvement
projects.

At the present time , no curriculum area is

receiving more concentrated attention than elementary
science.

1

Many schools , while attempting to raise the quali-

ty of science education , have encountered many problems.
One of the methods used by school administrators to solve
the basic problems of elementary science programs is through
the use of science consultants.
Many uncertainties have arisen concerning the role of
the science consultant.

The need for defining a specific

role of the science consultant in the functional organization
Barnard Reinisch, " Need for Science Consultants, "
Science Education, L (February, 1966 ), pp. 52-53.

2

of the school is imperative in order to meet the responsibility of providing the best possible educational opportunities for teachers and students .

STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to s tudy the functions
of the science consultant in elementary school science
programs and to explore several guiding principles which
may help identify the role of the science consultant .
N~ED

FOR THE STUDY
The writer ' s intention in doing this study is twofold:

1--to attempt to examine the various functions with regard
to the role of the science consultant; 2--knowing
the above , to arrive at a more thorough appreciation of
the position of the science consultant .

METHOD OF

ESEARCH

In attempting to locate data concerning the science
consultant , his role , his duties , and his

responsibiliti ~ P ,

the writer reviewed periodicals , books , and other materials
in Booth Library.

Science textbooks for classroom use were

also examined for the purpose of determining the subject
matter teachers are expected to teach .

Because the science

c onsultant frequently appeared to have a supervisory role ,
references involving general supervision were reviewed in
order to formulate some guiding
the science consultant .

rincip l es for the role of

3
LIMITATIONS OF THE PAPER
A universal title and role of the science consultant
could not be determined, because each schoo l
may have different problems to be solved .

a.nd community

Indicative of

this situation is the fact that in some systems the title
of consultant has

re~laced

.

supervisor .

2

In other systems

whe re the supervisor title has been retained , the supervisor
has assumed functions of the science

consultant . ~

Even

though the titles are numerous and varied , such as supervisor, coordinator , srecialist , and director ; hereafter,
the writer will refer to only one title--science consultant.
this is the latest and most widely accepted title , perhaps
because of the title ' s implication of a person to consult
"\·:ith rather than someone who wou ld \"ratch over another.
This study will not be concerned wi th al l

of the

functions that a science consultant may perform .

The

writer shall investigate three basic problems of elementary
science programs in whi ch the science consultant may be most
involved:
the

lac~

The inadequate s cience backgrounds of teachers ,
of time to p repare and teach up-dated sub ject mntter ,

and the inade1uate provision of science instructional materials
and equipment .
2

Donald Stotler , "The Supervision of the Science
Program ," Rethinking Science Sducat ion, Fifty-ninth Yearbook of th e National Socie ty for the Study of ~ducation ,
Part l (Chicago, Ill .:
The University of Chicago Press ,
1960) ., p .

214 .

3Benjamin Harris , Supervisory Behavior in Edu cation,
(Englewoo d Cli ffs, N . J.:
Prentice-Hal l, Inc., 1963) P • 451 .

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
elementary gradcs--grades one through six
equipment--any educational devices or objects that are
used without being consumed
function--the activity distinctive of a r

0

le

in-service education--all efforts of administrative
and supervisory officials to ~ romote by appropriate
means the professio~al growth and development of
educational workers
instructional material--any type of aid that may be
used in teaching
principle--a guiding maxim of conduct
problem--any significant , perplexing and challenging
~ucstion or circumstance
role--the behavior that is characteristic and expected~
of an individual of a defined position in a group~
science consultant--a qualified staff member with a
special competence in sc ience who is sought for
suggestions and assistance in planning
science program--all sc ience within a curriculum that
is re~ated by ~revious planning to the teaching
6
of science
science supervisor--a sta:ff member whose role may be
synonymous with that of the science consultant
subject matter--f3ctual information concerning science

4 Carter V. Go od , (ed.), Dictionary of Education ,
(2nd ed .; New Yorl:
cGraw-Hill Book Comp any , 1959) , P• 288.
5 ttorace B. English and Ava Champney English , (eds.),
A Comprehensive Dictionary of Psychological and Psychoanalytic al Terms, (New York:
Logmans , Green and Company, 1958) ,
p.

2168.

6 Good, op. cit ., p. 419.

CHAPTER II
BASIC PROBLEMS OF MOST
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PROGRAMS
Kleinman states, "Many scientists ••• believe that the
secondary school years may be too late to kindle interest
in science for many students . 117
article , "Elementary

J. Myron Atkin, in his

chool Science Programs:

Appraisal

and Recommendations," tells of' studies which show ample
evidence that those people \·iho choose science for a career
have made that choice before leaving element0ry 3 chool.
People nre often stimulated to choose science careers
before they are twelve years old .

8

If science teaching is

poor in the elementary grades, youngsters may make prevocational choices in other fields.

Educators have realized

the imrortance of science education and have included much
more detailed science subje ct matter in the elementary grades
that formerly was taught in the junior high s chool.
Several basic pr oblems have thus arisen in elementary science
programs:

the inadequate science backgrounds of teachers,

the lack of time to prepare and

teac~

up-dated subject

matter, and the inadequate provision of science instructional
materials and equipment .

7Gladys s. Kleinman, "Needed:

Elementary Schoo l Science
Con sultants ," School Science and Mathematics. LXV (November,

1965),
8

P•

739.

J. 1yren Atkin, "Element ary School Science Programs:
Appraisal and Recommend .... tions, 11 Improving Science Programs
in Illinois Schools , (Urbana , Illinois:
University of
Illinois, 1 958), p. 40.
5

6
From examination of the scope and sequence of several
recent editions (1965-66) of elementary science textbooks, the writer has found that many of the science areas
inc uded in the elementary science curriculum are found
only in advanced college science courses.

These courses

in most cases are not required of elementary majors .

Yet , the

inexperienced teachers are supposed to have confidence in those
areas of science in which they have had little, if any ,
preparation and/or expe rience.
~he

inexperienced teachers are not the only ones having

difficulties 1"Vith the new and i'lorc complex subject matter.
The more experienced teachers have a similar problem of
trying to keep up-to-date with recent developments in science
arcas. 9

With inadequate science backgrounds , elementary

teachers are bombarded by children ' s questions concerning
science ; they are expected to landlc and manipulate the
equipment necessary for demonstrations and experiments; they
must interpret the technical language and terms in which
the

sc~ence

sub ject matter is expressed.

Kleinman feels that the greatest stumbling block to
an effective science proGram is the reluctance of teachers
to teach science because of the inadequacy of their backgrounds . 10

T! urber feels that the lack of self-confidence

9Joseph Zafforoni , New Developments in Elementary
School Science, (Washington , D. C.:
Nati onal Science
Teachers Association , 1963) , pp . ~3-34.
lOKleinman , op . cit ., P •

744 .

7
is the greatest handicap of an elementary school program.

11

Kleinman and Thurber have each given a different reason
for an unsatisfactory science program; however, one explanation may be that a meager baclground in science may be
a possible reason for a lack of self-confidence.
Hibbs says that elementary teachers are justified in
feeling inadequate in teaching science because there are
so many fields now encompassed by science that they do not
know what to teach.

12

A second basic problem of elementary school science
programs is finding time to fit science into an overcrowded program.

Elementary teachers have responsibilities

not only in science, but also in reading, social studies,
mathematics, health, physical education and the related
fields taught in the elementary school.

Furthermore,

teachers are asked to keep abreast on the current research
in child growth and development, learning behavior and
psychology, and the sociological impact of his community.
Another problem of elementary science programs is
the inadequate provision of science instructional materials
and equipment.

These are needed by teachers for use in

demonstrations and experiments in order to make teaching
more effective and meaningful.

Such materials and equip-

ment are needed because children learn best when they
W. A. Thurber, "Role of the Science Consultant,"
National Elementary Principal, XXXIII (September, 1953), p. 28.
12
A. R. Hibbs, "Science for Elementary Students,"
Teachers College Record, LXIII (November, 1961), pp. 136-146.

8
manipulate the various devices

nd objects , when they both

try and see de monstrations, and when they experiment . 1 3
There are probably many more responsibilities of the
science consu ltant ; however , this study is consider i ng
the poss i ble role of the science consultant as connected
with the basic problems of most elementary science programs .
The science consultant ' s role will vary according to the
problems of the school or district in which he works .
Atkin , op . cit ., p.

40 .

CHAPTER III
THE SCIENCE CONSULTANT
and
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PROGRAMS

J. Darrell Barnard, head of the division of science
and mathematics education at

Ne~

York University, describes

the professional preparation that a person should have if
he intends to become a science consultant.

A person pre-

paring for such a position should have taught for a minimum
of five years at the various levels--elementary, junior
high, and senior high.

Barnard also suggested one year of

graduate work beyond the masters

l~tti.dl.

should be designe d

to accomplish the fol owing:
1.

Bring the candidate ' s science background up to
a minimum of 30 po·nts in graduate courses.

2.

Provide an internship in supervision for at least
one semester.

3.

Include a full year practjcum to deal with such
topics as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

4.

The K-12 science sequence.
Innovations in science teaching.
Evaluation of teaching practices.
Objectives of behavioral goals.
Demonstration teaching.
dapting methods of supervision to the
idiosyncracies of schools and teachers.

Include courses in:
a.
b.
c.

Research design and statistic s
Tests and meas~4ement
Group dynamics

J. Darrell Barnard, "Educating the Science Supervisor,"
The Science Teacher, XXXIII (April, 1966), pp. 15-17.

9
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At this point, some consideration might be given to
the

rcs~onsihilities

Duties

of the science consultant .

of the science consultant may include:

evaluating class-

room

providi~g

~ractice ,

examining new materials ,

equi~ment

and materials , collecting curr iculum materials , attending
cJnferences and conventions , visitins other systems ,
designing in- service programs , and

im~lemen ting

ne1

curricula .

The science consu l tant may assist in helping teachers
broaden their backgrounds in

sci~nce

curriculum material .

One of the most widely accepted methods of 3ssisting teachers
is through in-service educations pro3rams .

Zafforoni states:

Because many elementary teachers lack an
adequate bac -ground in subject matter and understanding of its methodology , the i:1-service training
of te ~c h crs becomes a necessary prerequisite or
accom~lishment to elementary s ch oo l science .15
The purpose of in-service education is instructional
improvement and may be provided in many ways .

16

Conferences

and discussions between the science consultant and teachers ,
demonstrations o1 the uses of equipment , and summer
and

,,orksho~s

~ro 0 rams

arc all ways of broadening each teacher ' s

background in science .
The science consultant may n e ed to help

b ~ oaden

the

teachers ' background by helping them with some representative
areas of science that should be taught in the classroom ,
such as:

universe , earth , sun , moon , stars; atmos phere

and wea ther;

living things--plants and animals; the human

15 zafforoni, op . cit ., PP • 33-3q .

16 Jamcs Curtin , Su~ervision in Tod~y•s Elementary
Schools , ( New Yore:

The MacMillan Company, 196~) , p . 158 .
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body--structure, function, and care; the nature of matter-elements, compounds, mixtures, chemical change, physical
change , solids, liquids, and gases; energy--sources, types,
and machines .
The science consultant may be especially useful in
helping teachers decide what subject matter is correct and
appropriate for the age and mental development of the
children.
After teachers have acquired a basic background in
elementary science subject matter , the science consultant
may work toward refining each teacher's abilities.

The

following is a description of a workshop, conducted by
Usery, which was designed to help teachers develop their
thinking behaviors and expand the thought processes used
in planning.

Usery first defined the thought processes

which were considered in the workshop:
PERCEIVING is the act of noticing or selecting
stimuli from the individual's total environment.
The process may operate at different levels
moving from seeing only the obvious to seeing
the unusual as well as the obvious.
IMAGINING involves the ability to invent new
or original ideas. These ideas may not necessarily
be new to the outside world but are new to the
individual and are characterized by freshness
and newness.
ANALYZING is concerned with taking apart the·
elements of a situation and studying the singular
parts.
PATTERNING is the process of putting together
elements of a situation that have some relation
to each other. The process may operate at
different levels, moving from simple classification
of items into categories to a totally new complex
of ideas at a fundamental level.

12
REDEFINING involves the finding of new or
uncommon uses for a given idea or subject.
Flexibility is inherent in the process.
PREDICTING involves pro j ecting ideas . The
process can move in a logical pattern from
known facts to probable outcomes, or it can
involve a creative leap beyond known facts.
JUDGING is the process of weighing evidence
and forming opinions.
Depending upon the nature
of what is to be evaluated, the individual bases
his judgments on a collection of data, intuitive insights, or a combination of both.
DEVELOPING FLUENCY involves the ability to
express many ideas in rapid succession without
immediate consideration of the worth of each
idea. This process is associated with freedom, looseness, and flow of thought.
ELABORATING involves embroidering or restating
the old. Newness is not as essential here as
refinement, clarification, and 1 7xtension of a
previously formulated concept.
Each teacher participating in the workshop was
questioned at a taped interview about a lesson plan which
was developed by the teacher .

The taped interview was

designed to make an impact on each teacher ' s thinking
behaviors.

Each teacher was asked the following questions:

PERCEIVING
--What observations prompted you to plan
this lesson?
--Describe vividly several characteristics
of your classroom .
IMAGINING
--What exciting ideas for new materials,
methods or resources did you consider
while planning this lesson?
--What. was the most important idea new· to
you in this lesson?

1 71'1. L . Usery et al., " Supervision:

Fbcus on Thinking, "
Educational Leadership , XXIII (December , 1965), p. 226.
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ANALYZING
--What did you consider that might influence the direction of the lesson?
--What factors made a difference in this
lesson?
PATTERNING
--What means did you use to bring about an
understanding of the relationship between
the various parts of the lesson?
--How did you plan to relate this lesson
to previous and future lessons?
REDEFINING
--What alternatives did you consider for
use if the plans were unsuccessful?
--What materials, methods or resources did
you use in a new or different way?
PREDICTING
--What did you plan as possible outcomes of
this lesson?
JUDGING.
--How did you decide what changes could be
brought about through this lesson?
--What criteria did you use to determine
that your plan was complete and that your
purposes could be accomplished?
DEVELOPING FLUENCY
--What sources would you suggest for a
teacher to get help in planning a lesson?
--How many alternative ways can you list
for developing a lesson?
ELABORATING
--If you had the time, how would you further
develop this lesson?
--If you taught a similar 1esson before, how
8
does this plan differ?
To focus attention on behaviors which parallel the
thinking processes, the tape recording of the interview
was replayed.

The following statements were used by the

supervisor and the teacher in analyzing the thinking processes:
l

Ibid. , p. 227.
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PERCEIVING
--Describes the degree of rapport he has
achieved with his students.
--States the acad e mic , social and emotional
needs of his students.
IJl.1AGINING
--Shows originality and curiosity in the
use of materials , methods and resources
beyond those found in the classroom.
--Brings freshness and originality (sic) to
the lesson plan.
ANALYZING
--Looks at assignments individually in order
to personalize the lesson.
--Shows evidence of having studied his
students ' total background to find areas
that are manageable, important and most
open to change.
PATTERNING
--Regards this lesson as one part of his
students ' total learning experiences.
--Provides opportunities for students to
translate subject matter into meaningful
patterns.
--Prizes a lack of planned order when the
concept of order is unnecessary.
REDEFINING
--Displays willingness to shift focus of
the lesson at pupil ' s suggestion.
--Finds new and original uses for materials,
methods and resources.
PREDICTING
--Projects possible outcomes from the lesson
plan.
--Considers possibi lities for future lesson
development from this plan .
--Predicts changed behavior as a result of
planning for change.
JUDGING
--Verbalizes criteria for selection of
materials, methods and resources .
--Compares and contrasts outcomes of the
lesson with groups and individuals.
--Uses information from more than one source.
DEVELOPING FLUENCY
--Gives many responses to open-minded questions.

15
--Produces a variety of ideas for initiating
and developing the lesson.
ELABORATING
--Provides for refining ideas so that they
are easily managed by pupils.
--Establishes techniques for clarifying c~~
cepts that are difficult to understand.
The teachers were then placed in groups to develop
a list of techniques and devices which could be used
throughout the workshop to further develop their thinking
skills.
The workshop described above is an excellent example
of how a science consultant could help teachers help themselves.

Developing teachers '

thinking processes is one

way of lessening the dependence they may have on the science
consultant.

In-service education should not stereotype

teachers ' practices by telling them what to teach and how
to teach it.

The in-service program should help teachers

develop insight and mature judgment.
There are other types of aids that can be provided
through in-service education.

The science consultant can

possibly encourage the teachers to develop their own
creative abilities by helping them evaluate the progress
they have made, by suggesting possible steps for improvement, and by indicating helpful resources.

The science

consultant may also assist in formulating philosophies,
stating objectives of science education, foreseeing methods
of teaching, and comprehending the role of science in
total education of children.

20

Ibid., PP• 227-229.
20

zafforoni , op. cit., P• 11.

he

16
The science consultant may assist teachers by

hel~ing

them prepare to teach Bcience in the elementary school ;
by helping them keep up with new developments in science;
by securing science mater i a l s and equipment ;

background

knowledge ~

by

ac~uiring

and possibly by directly assuming instruc-

tion of the students through experiments and demonstrations .
In 1960 , John R . Ginther conducted an investigation
concerning the comparative achievement of sixth-grade
students in two situations in which the roles assumed by
the science consultants differed.

In the flrst situation ,

the science consultants worked with the teachers, and the
teachers were then responsible for all instruction of
students in the science unit being studied.

In the second

situation , the consultants assumed the responsibility 1or
the direct instruction of students once a week and the
teachers

~ lanned

the consultants '

and taught

0

ollow-up sessions based on
The results of the study

presentations .

showed that a chi evemen t was significantly greater when the
con s ultants worked only with the
assumed the instructional role .
In 1961 , a similar
21

ty 1~e

te ~ chers

than 1ilien they

21

of study was conducted by

John R . Ginther , " ~~ chievement in Sixth-Grade Science
Associated with Two Instructional Roles of Science Consultants ," The Journal of Educational Research , LVII ,
(September , 1963 ), pp . 28-33 .

17
Arlene Payne. 22

The analysis of the 19 6 1 data indicated

no difference in achievement under the two methods of
using consultants.

Had the results of the 1961 study

supported the findings of the 1960 study, there may have
been a fairly sound basis for assuming that one method
of using consultants was superior to the other.

It would

have been assumed that science consultants should spend
time helping teachers rather than

giving · demonstrat~ons

for students.
Science consultants, as well as teachers , may prefer
either helping teachers only by securing materials , equipment, and background knowledge, or by assuming instruction
of the students for demonstrations and experiments.

Which-

ever situation is accepted, either may give assistance to
the teacher who finds that he has not enough hours in a
school day to teach his subjects.
Throughout this paper , the writer has stressed the
increased emphasis on science in the elementary school •.
This emphasis has created another problem for the elementary
science programs--an inadequate amount of instructional
materials and equipment.

Zafforoni says that educators

are becoming more and more aware that environment and
facilities are part of the essentials that allow for concept
learning.

Cla ssrooms are being arranged and equipped for

Arlene Payne, " Achievement in Sixth-Grade Science
Associated with Two Instructional Roles of Science Consultants, " The Journal of Educational Research, LVI,
(March, 1964), pp. 350-354.
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the use of numerous tools of learning and are gradually
being supplied with science app:::.ratus , multiple texts,
supplementary materials, and a variety of audio-visual
res '.~ Ure es. 23
The science consultant may help those teachers who
are not se curing necessary instructional materials and
equipment because he knows
teachers to use.

1~at

will be needed for the

Teachcrs·may not lcnow what to order; without_

help of a science consultant for they may not know enough
about science, what to teach , and how to te.::i.ch.

His position

and preparation allows him the authority and knowledge to help
the administrators in procuring that which is needed for proper
classroom instruction .

The science consultant should not

have to worry with the additional problem of setting up
the new equipment when it arrives.

His job is to advise

the administrators to buy what is needed and, after it has
been l:' urchased, to demonstrate the best ways to use that
cqui ment.

The assignment of checking and setting up the

equipment should be delegated to someone who kno1,'s how to
handle science equipment, suc h as a high schoo l
major.

science

The science consultant can use his time to the

greater advantage of the school by helping teachers with
their instructional problems.
23 zaffor ni , _o_,p_ . _ c_i_· -t--'-. , pp • 3 3- 3 L1
0

•

CHAPTER IV

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Professional behavior reflects personal quality and
character.

24

The following guiding principles, widely accepted in
the area of supervision, are considered guiding maxims of
conduct and the value of each will depend upon the science
consultant's willingness to understand and to accept the
principle.

Perhaps, if the following principles are con-

sidered seriously, the science consultant will be a person
who lets his imagination seek new approaches in the
teaching of science and a person with whom other people
like and want to work.
The first guiding principle is enthusiasm.

A science

consultant should be full of energy and very enthusiastic
about his work.

If he is not enthusiastic, it may be

difficult to arouse enthusiasm in others.
Another guiding principle is confidence.

He should

have confidence in himself and in those with whom he
works.

People do

not

place

who is unsure of his decisions.

much faith in a person
Therefore, it is important

for the science consultant to have confidence in himself,
since the people tend to respond according to the cxpectations of those whom they respect.
')

A science consultant

- Hanne J. Hicks, Educational Supervision in Principle
and Practice, (New York:
The Ronald Press Company, 1960),
P•

55.
19

20

may help teachers by having confidence in their abilities.
Teachers constantly regarded as incompetent or unreliable
probably will not try to develop good habits and attitudes
necessary for successful work.

Through the science con-

sultant's encouragement, teachers may develop confidence
in themselves.
The science consultant must know the various aspects
of his field.
The science consultant should be an individual
well trained in the sciences. He should also be one
who has had experience teaching young children. He
should know how children approach science topics,
the kinds of experimentation that might be expected
from them, and their concept formation.
He should
also be extremely familiar with science instr~§tional
materials designed for the elementary grades.
In order to have some measure of success, the science
consultant should be able to get his ideas across to all
ages, whether they be teachers or students.
Another guiding principle is considerateness.

The

science consultant should be friendly, easy-going, and
tactful--which all add up to being considerate.

The

following are some practices of being considerate:

be

frank and honest but sympathetic with teachers, show respect
for teachers in the presence of pupils, become an interested,
sympathetic helper of teachers, be open-minded and willing
to learn from teachers, never criticize one teacher's
deficiencies to another teacher, etc.
2

5Atkin, op. cit., P•

26

43.

26 Fred C. Ayer, Fundamentals of Instructional
Supervision, (New York:

Harper & Brothers, 1965), p. 188.

21

Sincerity is another important guiding principle to
be considered by the science consultant.

Hicks states,

Sincerity is a virture in any individual
regardless of his vocation.
• The ideas held
by people may not be either popular or acceptable
but they are often respected if apparently they
arise out ~7 sincere beliefs or an honest search
for truth.
The science consultant should also have the quality
of perceptivity.

He must be continuously aware of factors

which may determine the way in which he perceives similar
situations, such as his physical condition, experience,
.
l b accgroun
1
d , d esire
.
f or o b Jec
. t ivi
. . t y, e t c. 28
e d uca t iona
The science consultant, just as any other person,
will have elements of flexibility and inflexibility.
The following guide list could be used by the science consultant to become more flexible.
--Learn to analyze each change carefully. 29

A person

should examine the change in terms of the shifting demands
in today's civilization.
--Distinguish between words and actual deeds.3°

Words

can fool a person in a way that the realities of the situation are overlooked.

A person's conduct should be in

accordance with what he says.
qicks, op. cit., p. 58.

28 Glen G. Eye and Lanore A. Netzer, Supervision of
Instruction, (New York:
Harper & Row, 1965), p. 197·
29 Department of Elementary School Principals, The
Flexible School, (Washington, D. C.:
Association, 1957), p. 20.

3olbid.

National Education

22
--K eep up with the developments and chang e s in the
education field. 31

In order to be flexible, a person

must have an interest in and be willing to learn more about
significant developments in his field.
--Avoid ambi'g uous thinking. 32

One should try to under-

stand and to question the changes being brought about
instead of accepting changes because many people believe
in the changes.
The above is but a partial list of guiding principles, each
individual will have to be his own judge on what particular
guiding principles he should employ in specific situations.
Ibid.
32 Ibid.

CONCLUSION A''D

RECC~WEND~TICNS

There is no doubt in the 1-rr i ter 1 s mind as to the
im7ortanoe of the scjence consultant jn the elementary 8 cience
program .

The science consult an t ,;1u s t

contend with several
insufficient

problems of elementary science programs:

science background for the elementary teachers , J a ck of
preparation in science in methods , and an ina dequate o.:nount
of instructional materials and equipment .

These are

the basic _roblems, other problems that arise may Le
to each school .
these problems,

~articular

:Then one additional staff member :na y lessen
educ~ t ional

leaders should scrutinize the

prollems from beginning to end .
Since the science consultant is r e l a ti ve ly new in education , not raany real facts , in relation to other phases
of

education , are know .

Not many Graduates are purs uing

this field , for they are finding jobs in industry or
specializing in one p h ase or anothe r

of te a ching .

Now that many administrators realize the need for
science consultants , the lack of qualified
making the proble m greater than ever .

~ersonnel

is

The .;-rr i ter feels

that as soon as the relationship between the school-teacherstudent-science consultant is de f ined and a clearer definition
of the science consultant ' s role is reached , the 9roblem will
be alleviated .
~here

Few people want to start out in a new qrea

the role and expectations are not
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di~tinctly

defined .

His role, largely undetermined as far a s specific
statements are concerned, has been considered in this paper
only by a list of guiding principles.

The guide list is

merely a blueprint, flexible enough to fit each individual
personality, yet clear enough to be followed by the science
consultant.
The science consultant is only a means--not an end.
There will never be an end to the problem of inadequate
knowledge of elementary science teachers as long as educators
search deeper and deeper into the unknown and the untried.
The writer hopes that the need for a science consultant
in elementary schools will be recognized throughout the
educational system.

The generation of tomorrow should be

given the complete benefits of more effective and meaningful
instruction.

The elementary science teachers should be

given the chance to teach, not just to mention a few fundamental facts when time permits between the instruction of
other subjects.

After years of teaching the same material

and conducting the same experiments and demonstrations, the,
teachers do not realize how much more is known.

.

The science

,.

consultant could help the teachers understand "where we are"
in relation to "where we want to be. 11
Being a science consultant would be an interesting
challenge because it is a combination of teacher-advisor administrator.

The writer hopes that in not too many years

the definition of the science consultant will be:

a perma-

nent member of the school district; a friend; an administrator;
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a resource; a guide; an advisor; a leader; a maker of high
standards; a follower to let the teacher ' s creative abilities
show; vitally interested in his life ' s work.
indispensable!

Opinion--
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